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INTRODUCTION

•1laments for high voltage cathode ray tubes are usually

made from tungsten. It would be desirable to use a thorlated

tungsten filament because of Its higher emissive properties when

operated at the sane temperature as a similar tungsten filament.

The thorlated tungsten filaments are destroyed by positive Ion

bombardment, and so cannot be used at high voltages. A filament

constructed from an slloy of tantalum and thorium might posses

the high emissive properties of thorium and yet have the structur-

al properties of tungsten. The components of this alloy form a

homogeneous solid solution, while the thorium In the thorlated

tungsten is present on the surface of the tungsten In a layer

only a few atoms thick, A filament made of an alloy of 20 per-

cent thorium and 00 percent tantalum was found to have rood

emissive properties and not be destroyed by positive Ion bom-

bardment as easily as thorlated tungsten.

Tantalum-thorium alloys have some unusual mechanical

properties, Those alloys whose composition was not 20 percent

thorium were found to be brittle and would not withstand the

strain when pulled through the dies, 1 The 20 percent thorita

alloy, however, did stand up under the strain, A possible ex-

planation for this property might be that there exists a super-

structure lattice at this composition. Therefore, the purpose

|
'.s information obtained by the author from Dr. L, D.

Ellsworth, Kansas State College.
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of this invest Igat Ion was to determine by »*wt* analysis the

structure of this alloy and the presence of any superstructure

lattice*

after the discovery of x-ra/s by fl»8»%gW| investi-

gators began to ponder the nature of these rays. It was pro-

posed that the properties of these rays night be explained by

Maxwell's electromagnet ?.c wave theory, According, to Maxwell's

theory j if x-rays wore of a wave nature, they vrr- MHMMM the

property of being diffracted when passed through a slit* Experi-

menters, therefore, an to conduct many experiments to see

whether they could detect this diffraction effect when radiation

of x-ra^ frequencies were passed through a slit.

According to Corapton and Allison (1, p, 20) Haga and Wind con«

duoted a series of experiment s to detect the dlffraotion of x-

rays as they were passed through a wedge shaped slit, T,hey cal-

culated the wave-le of the rays used to be 1.3 angstroms,

Later, Salter and Pohl repeated their experiment and came to the

conclusion that the diffraction effects were smeller than Kaga

and Wind had estimated. Sommerfald recalculated the results of

waiter and Pohl* a and found the wave-length to be 0.4 angstroms.

One of the first spectra produced by a grating was obtained

by Compton and Doan (2), They used a rrsting of speculum metal

and the E line of ao3. , 0,71

jause of the difficulties encountered by these early in-

vestigators, their results were not too convincing! but they did

inspire von Laue to oarr his experiments on crystal dif»



fraotloru ^ommerfeld had calculated tha wave-length of ordinary

x-rays to be between 0*1 A and 1.0 A. von Lane calculated, from

the known number of molecules per unit volume, that the average

dlatance between atoms In crystals to be about 1 to 10 angstroms.

In order to build up a orystal It must be assumed that the mole-

cules or atoms arrange themaelves In a regular repeating pattern*

TTow this type of arrangement was very s5.mil ar to that of an

optical grating* It, therefore, occurred to von I.aue that a

orystal might act as a three dimensional grating for x-rays*

•erefore he asked Friedrich and Knipping (1, p. 25) to try

an experiment of passing, a beam of x-rayn through a orystal of

alnc blende. They observed, on their photographic plate, spots

which were symmetrically located around the central spot due to

the primary beam* A simple explanation of the pattern was offer-

ed by W* L* Bragg (1, p* 27). He proposed that each of the

images surrounding the oentral image could be explained as the

reflection of the incident beam from some plane within the

crystal* If one looks at a two dimensional array of points, he

can observe that in some directions the density of the points is

greater than that in other directions* The cleavage face of a

crystal should be parallel to such a line or plane. An experi-

ment of reflect lag a beam of x-rays from the cleavage face of a

crystal was oonducted by w. K. Bragg (1, p. 27), and he found a

spot on the photographio plate at the angle of reflection*

then replaced the plate with an ionlsation chamber and measured

the ionization current as a function of the glancing angle and



obtained • smooth curve with sharp peaks at several points*

From Ma results he derived hie fnaoue relation known aa Bragg 1 a

law.

n* • 2 d sine (1)

where t n a the order number

A » the wave-length of the incident rndletion

d a the interplaner distanoe between planoa

e a the glancing angle of the incident radiation

It can be readily aeen that if the wave-length is known, one oan

calculate the diatenoe between layers or planes of atons,

THEORY/

Powder Method of Analyst

a

Other methode of analysis have been developed, among which

probably the moat useful la the Debyo-rherrer-Hull or more

commonly called the powder method* This type of analysis was

developed by Debye and rnerrer, and independently by Hull.

It la sometimes difficult to obtain lar^e enough or/stela to

be used in the Leue or In the rotating crystal method, However,

If one has an a* grwgyate of oryatala in the form of a fine

powder or e wire, so that the oryatala have random orientation,

then he may employ the powder method of analyais. In thle type

of analyata e beam of monoehronatlo x-rays la passed through e de-

fining slit system,
| J Plate Ij end strikes the sample place



at 0* The beam is diffracted through an angle of 2 and

Intersects the flint at radiua R fro« tha oantar 0* Since tha

crystal la a thraa dimensional grat'n , tha reys will be dif-

fracted in a series of cones whose apexes will ba at the dlffraot*

centers* Thee* oonea will intersect tha cylinder of film in

concentric circles of varying radii depending upon tho angle of

diffraction, producing area in pairs symmetrically located with

respect to the central beam*

From the geometry of tha oamara it is obvious that the

angle 8 , In decrees* nay ba expressed as a function of the are

length L, and the radius R*

* • leoj,

(3)
or e • kL

Miller Indices and Bragg Law

*

The planea of atoms within a crystal may ba defined in

terms of their intercepts upon the or/atallographlo axis* These

may be given in terma of the unit lengths or the distances be-

tween like atoms along the unit oell edge* Three integers*

called Miller indices, are used to represent these planes* These

integers are the lowest three integers having the same ratios as

the reciprocals of the intercepts expressed in terma of the axial

length** If the intercepts of a plane upon the axis is, for

instance, a/3, 2b/3, and o/2, then the Miller indices of thia

plane are (6 3 4)*



EXPLANATION 0*' PLATE I

A. Target of x-ray tube.

B» Beryllium window.

C* Leaded rubber shield*

Beam trap*

F» Film bearing surface*

Diffracted beam,

K* Cathode of x-ray tube*

P* Primary beam.

R* Radius of camera*

. Front pinhole insert.

Sg, Rear pinhole insert.

T, X~ray tube*

Tube casing of x-ray machine*

0* Sample*

0. Piffractlnr nn . le*
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It can be shown that for a cubic crystal the interplaner

distances may be expressed In terms of the .Miller indices, hkl,

and the unit cell size a . (3)

a* (3)

/h2 f k2 +-12

Hence Bragg* s law (Eq. 1) becomes

n> s 2 a« sin & _ (4)

/h2 + k2 + I
8

The order number, n, may be absorbed in the Miller indices. A

second order diffraction for the 100 plane may be expressed as

the first order diffraction of a 200 plane.

The Intensities of X-ray Lines

An important aid in performing a complete structural analy-

sis is the measurement and comparison between observed and cal-

culated intensities of the x-ray lines. The intensity of the

lines depend upon seven factors. (4) These are:

1. Thomson polarization factor

2. Lorentz factor

3. Structure factor

4. Atomic form factor

5. Multiplicity factor

6. Debye temperature factor

7. Absorption factor

Thomson Polarization Factor . The question of the polar-



ization of x-raya emitted by the target of an x-ray tube haa

never been fully lnveatij ated. Bearden and Pollen have shown

that the oharaoteristlc rays are unpolarized. (4) It la, there-

fore, assumed that when diaouaaing the scattering of x-raya that

the primary raya are unpolarized. However, the diffracted beam

will be partially or completely polarized, depending upon the

angle of diffraction. Various lnveatlgators have shown good

agreement between their results and Thomson* s classical theory of

scattering whloh states the Intensity of the scattered radiation

is proportional to (1 -f- cos2 2 & ). Consequently this term la
2

known as the Thomson polarization factor.

IfOrentz Factor,. The intensity also depends upon another

factor called the Lorentz factor. This acoounts for the fact

that the primary beam ia not a pure monochromatic beam and also

that It la not parallel, but in general is slightly diver.

Blake shows that It is proportional to (cso2 & sec e ). (4)
2

Darwin and also Compton have shown, that for single crystala,

the Lorentz factor to be proportional to esc 2© sec©. (4)

Compton has also shown, that for a thick plate, it is propor-

tional to osc 2© sec©, (5, p. 125} This last expression is also

true for cylinders of powdered crystala.

Structure Factory The structure factor may be defined as

the ratio of the amplitude of the waves scattered by the atom to

those of a free classically scattering electron. This is repre-

sented by the following equation*

shkl « £f. exp [" 2 n i /hx
j + ky,

¥
lz (5)
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where x # y, and z are the coordinates of the atoms of the unit

cell, and h, k, an 1 are the Killer Indices, f. la the atomic

form factor which Is discussed below, a, b, and c are the

dimension of the unit cell.

Atomic Form Factor* The results of the structure faotor

Imply that the waves are all reflected In phase from the elec-

trons, which Is not true, since the atom Is not a point, but has

dimensions of the order of 10"15 cm, B Is a function of the

atomic number, Z, and the glancing angle, & . The waves reflected

by an electron In one part of the atom will not necessarily be In

phase with those reflected by another electron, so that In cer-

tain directions there will be constructive Interference, and In

other directions destructive Interference. Therefore S is a

funotlon of sin ^ and la expressed byt

*«. fn(r) sin

• 4<r

in <47 r sin % 1

r sin e/a

nr

where U(r) la the density of electrons between r and r + dr# f

Is called the atomic form factor and Is generally combined with

the structure factor. Values for f have been calculated with con«

slderable aoouraoy, baaed on the work of Hartree, Pauling and

Sherman, and Thomas and Fermi. (3, p. 514) Value a of f are

shown by the curves In Plate II,

Multiplicity Factor. A careful Inspection of equation (4)

will ahow that reflect lona from more than one plane will con-



•LXPLANATIOH OF PLATK II

The atomic foret factor vs 3lnQ
Pi
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PLATE II

.3 M



IS

tribute energy to the name line In the powder spectrum, Thla Is

because the position of the line on the film dependa only upon

the sum of the squares of the Indices when restricted to the

oublo system. The multloliolty factor, usually designated by n,

J, p, or z, la the total number of oorblnatlona of h, k, and 1

which when squared and added will give the same sum* If one con-

siders the planes for the values of h ; k t 1 5 ± 1, he will find

that there are eight possible combinations* These ares (111),

(1 1 1), (1 1 I), (1 1 1), (1 1 1), (1 1 1), (11 I), and (1 1 1).

Since there are eipht possible combinations of 1 and 1, taking

three Integers at a time, the multiplicity factor Is 8, Multi-

plicity factor values are listed In Wyokoff s structure of

Crystals , 2nd edition, page 177, The values for a part of the

cubic syatem are listed below.

Table 1. Multiplicity Factors for
T<*, 0, and 0" structures
of the cublo system*

hkl i n

hkl 48
100 6
111 8
110 12
Ckl or hhl 24

Debye Temperature Factor* The atoms which compose the

structure of a crystal are not at rest but vibrate about their

equilibrium position because of heat energy* As the amplitude
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of vibration increases with riae in temperature, the possibili-

ties of x-ray interference is reduced, thus reducing the in-

tensities of the x-ray lines* Blake (4) states that theoretical

work conoemlnr this temperature effect has been done by v* Laue,

^arwin, Oohrodinger, Faxen, trillion, V'aller, and Debye. Com-

parison between experiment and theory lias larcely been made uaing

the theory a a formulated by Debye*

In 1315 Born and Karman showed that the heat motion of atoaa

in crystals may be considered as a aaries of elastic waves* (4)

TTpon the basis of this theory and the quantum theory Debye cal-

culated the effect of thermal vibration on interference maxima

and he showed, assuming aero point energy* that the term exp

(•0V) must be introduced into the intensity formula* K is riven

by the equation:

M . q hg f> (X) ill" sin »
"

(6)

Where h la Planck 1 a constant) k is Boltaman* s conatantj f la the

characteristic temperature, which equals h^k/k where iJ* is the

maximum frequency of the elastic spectrumj m Is the mass of the

atom; A is the wave-length* and © is the glancing angle In de-

L rec^.
/•
x

f(X)/X . 1 Ut

X
2

ela

where X » $/*?. and T is the absolute temperature of the crystal*

It has been shown by Debye that f(X) may be expressed in

terms of a converging infinite series, and he has calculated
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values of f(X) for the corresponding values of X. These values

are listed In the following table.

Table 3, Valuea of V(X) for correspond^ values of X
f|

X * /<X) I X » flX) l X « <flX) J X I f(X)
iiiwiii i

. 1 1 ji i i i n i ii . i

-

| reirir iir ii i i i .r > iw n- j » iim jwwiwij— n"! i
iimii'iiii .in n it -y t -- r - -- r

--—

"

0.0 1.000 1.2 0.740 5 0.483 9 0.133
0.2 0.951 1.4 0.704 4 0.380 10 0.1G4
0.4 0.904 l.G 0.669 5 0.321 12 0.137
0.6 0.860 1.8 0.637 C 0.271 14 0.114
.8 0.818 2.0 0.607 7 0.234 16 0.103

1.0 0*778 2.5 0.540 8 0.205 20 0.0822

Absorption Factor. The last factor effecting the intensity

Is the absorption factor. This may be defined as the ratio of

the intensity of the diffracted beam to the same beam without

absorption. It has been shown by Claassen (6) that the ab*

sorption factor isi

/
where d is the path length of the ray through the powder sample.

This integral cannot be evaluated by the usual methods, and

Claassen has evaluated it by graphical means.

The results of his work are shown in Plate III which is a

plot of A(*)/A(90) as the ordinate and © as the abscissa. A(e)

is the absorption at the glancing angle©, and A (90) at 90 degrees.

/u is the linear absorption coefficient and r is the radius of the

sample

•

One may now combine these factors into a single formula



EXPLANATION OF PLATE III

Me) vs the glancing angle e In daeraes*
XnJoT
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formula which gives the relative Intensities of the coherent

radiation on a diffraction photograph by the powder method.

This Is

i

I . n
,

fw co»8 2e
;_1 f«*. exp (-M)]

2
Aj|> (7)

2 sln«e cos & L J A(90)

This may be shortened In form to

I 9 nfi 3? A (8)

where ft Is the combination of the Thomson and Lorentz factors,

S„ the structure, atomic form, and Debye temperature factors.

Superstructures

One of the types of alloys Is the "substitutional solid

solution". Tills Is sometimes made by adding quantities of metal

B to metal A. The crystals of the alloy are very much like

those of the pure metal except that on some lattice sites B atoms

have been substituted for A atoms. Usually this substitution

took place In a purely random manner, but It has been determined

by x-ray diffraction methods that at certain concentrations In

some alloy systems the atoms arrange themselves In a definite

order to form a superlattloe.

The first discovery of such a mechanism was made by Tammann

(8) and was not done by x-ray techniques. He noticed the differ-

ences In chemical activity of Cu-Au alloys when attacked by

nltrio acid. He explained this difference by the presence of a

a\iperat rue ture •

More conclusive evidence of the presence of superstructures
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/ o / o /
* 4

1 . 1, The lattice structure of on ordered alloy.

or auperlattlee la furniahed by the preaenee of tha ao~called

superstructure linos on x-ray diffraotlon pictures* Tha Inton-

altlaa of thane llnea la, to aotne extant, a measure of the amount

of order or dialler present In the alloy*

Figure 1 shows the lattice systea of a aubstltutional alloy

if it were in the ordered state. It la a face centered cubic

lattice with A atoms at tha corners and B atom in the feoea of

the unit cell. Thla ayateai nay be tfhourht of as two Inter-

penetrating airaple cubic lattices* One being a oube of A atoms,

tha other a cube of B atoms.

oct atruoture factor considerations It can be ahown that

for a simple cubic lattice, lines should appear for all values

of hkl* For a face centered oubic system* only those linea

appear whoaa Indices are all even or all odd*

If the alloy were In a dla-ordered state, we would have only

a faea centered etibic lattice. Consequently certain linea would
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be absent* If the alloy were In a completely ordered state, we

could consider the system as two Interpenetrating staple cubes

and the missing lines should appear. This Is because of the

different scattering power of the A and 3 atoms. If the atoms

had equal scattering power, then certain lines would be missing

because we have effectively only a face centered cube.

APPARATUS AND SQUIPMEHT

X-Ray Machine and Tube

The diffraction pictures were obtained using the General

Eleotric XRD crystal diffraction unit. The x-ray tube employed

is a General Electric type CA-6* The x-rays are emitted from a

molybdenum target and pass through either of two beryllium

windows located opposite each other in line with the target. The

maxlnmm radiation occurs at an angle of minua six degrees with

the normal to the tube. The XRD unit is shown in Plate IV.

The current is turned on or off by means of the circuit

breaker located in the center of the panel door. The hi

potential is controlled by a Variao (auto-transformer) located

to the left of the clock. The meter directly above measures the

primary voltage applied to the hlfh voltage transformer. The

tube current is varied by means of the control on the rl.rht of

the clook, whioh Is a variable resistance in the filament cir-

cuit of the x-ray tube. The current is rectified by a half-wave
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rectifier using a General Electric kenotron, type KR-G* The

tube current Is read on the railliarameter which is in the grounded

side of the high voltage circuit* This meter is above the cur-

rent control* The clock operates only when the unit is oper-

ating* Utility outlets are provided on the sides of the unit

to provide current for the auxilary equipment used on the camera*

Powder Camera

The powder camera is shown in position in Plate IV and a

larger view la shown In Plate V. The camera consists essen-

tially of a round eiroular drum upon which the film Is plaoed,

the slip system, chuck to hold the sample, motor to rotate it,

and the beam trap to prevent scattered rays and the direct beam

from fogging the film* The radius of the camera la approximately

22*5/V or 7*17 cm. ao that the angle of diffraction in degrees la

o | 4 1* Acourate valties of the coefficient of L are obtained

through calibration of the camera,

Kicro-Comparator

The mioro-comparator Is an Instrument for measuring the po-

sitions of the lines on the photographic film* The one used for

o
this investigation was constructed by Mr* E, V* Floyd using a

Professor of Physics at Kansas State College, Manhattan, Kansas*



EXPLANATION OF PLATE IV

The General Electric XRP Unit.





EXPLANATION Or PLATE V

The diffraotion camera.
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24 inoh vernier caliper as the scale* Readings may be taken

to 0*02 snu

Micro-Densitometer

The intensities of the lines were measured by the Knorr and

Albers (9) recording raloro-photometer. A fixed beam of light is

passed through the film to be analysed. The transmitted light

is received by an emission type photoelectric oell produoing a

current which is passed through a fixed resistance. The differ-

ence in potential developed across this resistance is applied to

the grid of an amplifier, the output of which is applied to a

Leeds and Horthrup Speedmax recording galvanometer. This gives

a continuous. Inked trace of the transmitted light or Intensity

of the film as a function of the distance along the film.

The Vacuum Furnaoe

The furnaoe used to anneal the powder specimen itself was

constructed from a thermocouple Insulator 1.5 Inches long, approx*

imately 1/8 X 1/4 inches in cross-section* The Insulator had two

holes through its longitudinal axis. One end of one of the two

holes was sealed with some refractory cement. The heating coil

was wound with Ho. 22 niohrorae wire around the insulator. The

winding was one inch In length per layer with three layers* Eaoh

layer was insulated from its neighbor with aheet mica. The ends
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of the niohrome wirea were apot welded to two wirea of a preaa

seal, A thermocouple waa made of No. 22 Alumel and Chromel wire

and apot welded to the other two wires of the press seal. After

the furnace waa filled with the sample it waa sealed into a one

liter flask which was sealed to a vacuum system. The vacuum

syetem oonsisted of a mercury vapor diffusion pump, mechanical

forepump, and McLeod gauge* The potential of the thermocouple

waa meaaured uaing a Leeds and Northrup Portable Potentiometer

Indicator (8657-c).

PREi'ABATIOH OP SAMPLE

The wire sample was obtained from Pansteel Corporation at

Chicago. The wire was filed on a fine file and the filings were

soreened by paaaing them through a 325 rae8h aeive. They were then

passed under a strong alnico magnet to remove any particles of

iron that may have been ohipped from the file. The magnet may

not remove all the iron because of the adhesive forcea between

small particles. One 8ample was then placed in a vacuum furnace

at a pressure of 10*5 ma Hg and heated to a temperature of 800° C,

(1472° F.) for 12 hours. It was then slowly cooled to room

temperature over a period of 12 hours. It was desirable to

anneal the sample in this manner for two reasons, iirst, the

small cryatals may have become distorted during the filing pro-

oesa or during the wire forming process when the wire was pulled

through the dies. Second, if there is any ordering process
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present, the atoms assume their ordered positions only over a

long period of time. If the sample were oooled too quickly, it

would tend to frees© the atoms in the disordered state which pre-

vails at the high temperature

The sample is then placed in a small capillary tube which is

drawn from soft glass • A piece about 15 ma lone *»** not more

than O.G mm in diameter is filled with the sample by the follow-

ing technique. One end of the tube is sealed by a flame* A

piece of paper is folded and then opened. The sample is placed

in the vee of the fold and the open end of the tube Is scraped

along the vee, holding the tube between the thumb and forefinger.

The tube is then held in a vertical position and tapped lightly

on the table. Since the powder adhering to the open end did not

fall down the tube and pack well, the following technique was

tried, A file was drawn lightly across the side of the tube

when held in the vertical position. The vibrations caused by the

file moving across the tube jarred the particles Into position.

After the tube was completely filled, it was sealed with some

soft wax ready to mount In the camera. The chuck on the camera

consists of a nail flat cylinder of steel with a small hole in

the center, This was held to the motor by a small magnet mount-

ed on the armature. The ohuck was centered on the magnet and

then the sample was placed In the hole, it being held in position

by some soft taoky wax* It was then necessary to center the free

eiul of the tube. This was accompli shed by aid of a low power

microscope. The microscope was focused on the free end of the
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tube, and while the chuck wee rotated by hand, the sample was ad«

juated until It vaa oentered» This could be checked by observ-

ing, the shadow of the sample on a fluorescent screen when the x*

ray machine was operating. The film was then loaded in the

camera and the picture taken*

DATA AKD RESU1

Calibration of the Camera

The camera was calibrated usin; a sample of sodium chloride

of known coll slse. The positions of the lines were measured

and the constant k in equation (8} was calculated* The value?

of this constant are listed in Table 3*

Table 3. Calibration constant for Powder camera using KaCl.

Plane
t

2 L
(cm)

: e
(decrees)

I k/2
: (dec;./cm.)

111 3*151 6*271 1.990

200 3.632 7.247 1.995

220 5.156 10.272 1.994

311 Tot observed

222 6.32B 12.075 1.994

400 7.31B 14.615 1.997

420 B.209 16.385 1.996

422 )20 13.0'' 1.995
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The average value for .' it 1.394. VAb
.
ivee the value of

k ass

| 3,983 i .031

Keaeuraaonts oj> ilua-Thorlun Alloy

The fila wae ox ht ho^ra at a potential of 46

kilevolts, and a currant of 13 na» A filter of tlrooniusj 0,004

lnchaa thick was used to absorb tbe bota radiation* The fllma

ware developed in Eastaan r-11 leveloper for oicht minutes at 18°

C, (Q5° r.). The results for the annealed aawpla are shown in

Table 4, Those for tha unanneeltd sample are listed In Table 5.

a Intensities were aseasured by the Sfcorr awl Albers record*

lag aicro*densitOKeter* Two ecntlraetere on trace Is equivalent to

one eentineter on the flleu A eurve was drawn by hand to repre-

sent tha background, Tha areas between the densitometer curve

and background ware used as a measure of the observed intensities*

The areas were sieeeurea by projecting the curves on a grid ooreen

and counting the squares enclosed by each line. The significa-

tion of projection waa 2,5, flat theoretical intensities were

calculated using equation (8). Kach of the Vfslues calculated had

to be Bttltlplied by the concentration of the respective eon*

ponents to give the tm Intensities, The calculated and observ-

ed intensities are shown In Table 6.
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Table 4* The lattice constant
Alloy Heat treated at

for 20 oercent Th • 30 percent Ta
D° C.

Lino
•
•

:

Plane :

:

L (c : e( degrees)
t

; ». .(A)

Th 111 1,423 7,213 4.886

Th 200 Hot observed

Ta 110 2,180 8*693 3.319

Th 220 2*854 11.305 5.122

Ta 200 3,015 12.029 3.407

Th 311 3*303 13.176 5.165

Th 222 Hot observed

Ta 211 3*320 15,237 3.303

Th 400 4.002 15.965 5.163

Ta 220 4*419 17*668 3.508

Th 351 Hot observed

Th 420 Hot observed

Ta 310 4*978 19*860 5.504

Th 422 5*234 20.880 4.969

Th 311 5,335 21,282 5*082

Ta 222 5,698 22.730 5*132

Ta 321 5*926 23*640 3.312

Ta 411 6.781 27.050 3,293

Ta 420 7,225 28.324 3,124

A picture of 20 percent Th - 80 percent Ta Is shown in Plate VI,
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Table 5* The lattice constant for 20 percent
Alloy (Hot heat treated).

Th » 80 percent Ta

Line : Plane

j

t

|

L (cm) : & (decrees) t

t )

a* (A)

Th 111 Hot observed

Th 200 Not observed

Ta 110 2.209 8.836 3,268

Th 220 2.820 11,284 5.131

Ta 200 3.136 12*509 3.278

Th 511 3.380 13.484 5,050

Th 222 Hot observed

Ta 211 3.852 lf>.3G5 3.281

Th 400 Hot observed

Ta 220 Hot observed

Th 331 Hot observed

Th 420 4.472 10,139 5.091

Ta 310 Hot observed

Th 422 5.018 20.018 5.081

Th 511 Hot observed

Ta 222 5.525 22.042 3.277

Ta 321 5.996 23.922 3.276

Ta 411 6.872 27.416 3.271

Ta 420 7.247 28.909 3.284

Ta 332 7,898 31.507 3.186
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Table 6, The intensities of the diffraction lines
percentages of thoritiau

for various

Line l Plane t Iobs» : Tcal.
il5 percent :20 percent »25 percent

Th 111 4«4 13.4 19. 25.7

Th 200 0,0 6.2 6.9 19.

Ta 110 100,0 100.

Th 220 12.4 7,8 11. 15.

n 200 50.5 32.7

Th 311 15,9 12.7 10.1 24,5

Th 222 0.0 0.8 1.0 1.2

ft 211 90.0 120.0

Th 400 13.3 2.3 3.1 3.9

Ta 220 32.7 41.8

Th 331 0.0 1.3 1.7 2.1

Th 420 0.0 1.6 2.1 2.6

Ta 310 40.7 59.

Th 422 4.9 2.7 3,6 4,5

Th 511 4.8 2.7 3,6 4,5

Ta 222 23.4 23.3

Ta 321 61.0 60.2

Ta 411 48.6 54.8

Ta il 10*6 39.6



EXPLABATIOH OF PLATE VI

The diffraction speotrua of 20 poroent Th - 80 percent Ta.
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Sample Calculation*

^M^ratlon of &B&HU 2 L « W» on.

© c .71 d«c*«

Fraa aquation (2) © ':!,

U/S • 6.271/3 ,151 8 1*990

k a 3*980 deg*/ei8*

Cafrn^p^Qft fi£ sul & « 8*100 on.

- 3*989 X 2*100 a 0*698 deg.

aln © « 0*15159

hid s HO

a, - *710 x 1/2 x 2 x 1/«1516

a, i 3*319 angstrom

Qia^Utton SLZjl w& * no

n a 12

S a 0*690 dag#

1 + 9M* 9tfl9ft <Hfia • -3SC

43

sin2 0*698 x oos 8*698 dag*

1 8*698/710 s .2155

f s 50 (from Plate IT)

3F • 4 t ft 116

a(e) - ,02 (from Plata III)
TOT)

h a 6*624 x 30* erg-seo*

a^
a a 3*0 x 10*22 gn
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k s 1.3708 x 10**16 •rt/*m .

$ z 245 deg.

6 h2 fa-:) t »25/ | ,262 x 10"2

ink £ ~L J

where X - 245/300

f(X) s .738 (from Table 2)

K s Brain©"] 2

and B « < h£ fV(X) y-.25 7 8 .00322
SET L J

2M « .2155 x ,00322 x 2 « .0298

exp (-M) • .471

l' « .955 x 43 r. .02 x (116 x .0298

)

2
« 1110

I « .8 x 1110 * 888

DISCUSSION OP RESULTS

The errors Involved In the powder, or any other, method of

analysis may be grouped into two classes* systematic errors, and

random errors. Errors due to film shrinkage and to the eooen-

trioity of rotation of the sample are classified under systematio

errors. Errors in measurement are classified under random errors.

These were treated by using the probable error equations. (10)

The background of the films was quite intense and this made

it difficult to measure the position of the weak lines.

The errors In the Intensities of the lines may be attributed

to the uncertainty of the exact location of the background curve

on the densitometer trace. Also, for small areas, there may be

considerable error because the smallest unit of area counted on
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the screen la one square centimeter,

An analysis of Tables 5 and 6 shows that the alloy consists

of two phases* One phase bein^ the crystals of pure tantalum

and the other being pure thorium. The lattice constants, dimen-

sions of the unit cell, are:

Heat treated sample

t

Thorium a, J 5,065 t ,051 A

Tantalum ae * 3*334 i ,017 A

Raw sample:

Thorium a. • 5.088 t .010 1

Tantalum a * 3.278 t .001 A

Accepted values)

Thorium a. | 5,074 A

Tantalum a. « 3.231 A

within the limits of error there la no change In the lattice

constant when the alloy Is annealed.

There la no superstructure lattice present because the com*

ponents of the alloy exist in separate phaaes. Further evidence

for the absence of superstructure Is that none of the so-called

"forbidden" lines appeared In the spectrum of the alloy.
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